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1. Results Demo
In this section, we demonstrate some alignment results of 3DDFA in AFLW in Fig. 1. Since the landmark visibility can

be easily computed from the fitted dense 3D model [1], we also demonstrate the landmark visibility.

Figure 1. The results of 3DDFA in AFLW. For each pair, the left one renders the fitted 3D shape with the mean texture, which is made
transparent to demonstrate the fitting accuracy. The right one shows the landmarks overlayed on the 3D face model. The blue/red ones
indicate visible/invisible landmarks.

2. Database
2.1. 300W-3D

This database contains the images in 300W [4] and their ground truth 3D faces. It is constructed by fitting the 3D
Morphable Model with the Multi-Features Framework [3]. Different from the original algorithm, the 3D landmarks are
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Figure 2. The 300W-3D database. For each sample, the left one is the original image, the right one is the fitted 3DMM.

adjusted by landmark marching [5] and the 68-landmarks constraint is adopted throughout the fitting process. Each sample
is checked, few failed samples are adjusted manually. Fig. 2 demonstrates some samples in the database.

2.2. 300W-LP

The 300W across Large Poses (300W-LP) database contains the synthesized face images from the face profiling algorithm
described in Section 4. Some samples are demonstrated in Fig. 4. Besides, Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) demonstrate the yaw angle
distribution before and after face profiling respectively. The distribution is reversed since face profiling only enlarges the yaw
angle without shrinking it. Considering that the fidelity of a synthesized sample is negatively related with the ∆yaw, we
augment each training sample with the times of d(5 ∗ 0.8∆yaw/5◦

)e. Fig. 3(c) shows the yaw distribution after augmentation.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3. The yaw angle distribution of (a) 300W, (b) 300W-LP, (c) After augmentation.

2.3. AFLW2000-3D

The AFLW2000-3D database contains the first 2000 samples in AFLW [2] with their ground truth 3D faces. This database
is more challenging to construct than 300W-3D because the AFLW ignores the occluded landmarks (both occluded and self-
occluded) and the landmarks do not contain expression information (without lip landmarks). As a result we need a specifical
method to deal with the unstandardised landmarks. Firstly, since AFLW provides the ground truth pose information, we
train a pose-dependent SDM (a SDM model for each yaw interval) with 68-landmark makeup on 300W-LP, with which the
AFLW2000 is coarsely aligned for initialization. Secondly, we run Multi-Features Framework (MFF) 3DMM fitting method
initialized by the 68 landmarks and constrained by the provided 21 visible landmarks. Finally, for the failed results, we label



Figure 4. The 300W-LP database. For each sample, the first is the original image, followed by synthesized larger-pose faces, each with
increased 10 degree yaw.

Figure 5. The AFLW2000-3D database. For each sample, the left one is the original image, the right one is the fitted 3DMM.

the necessary landmarks (always the upper and lower lip landmarks) and re-run the MFF. Fig. 5 demonstrates some samples
in AFLW2000-3D.



3. Derivative of Vertex Distance Cost (VDC)
The Vertex Distance Cost is defined in Section 3.4.2:

Evdc = ‖V (p0 + ∆p)− V (pg)‖2 (1)

where p = [f, pit, yaw, rol, t2d,αid,αexp]T contains all the parameters including the scale f , rotation angles pit, yaw, rol
(which are short for pitch,yaw,roll), translation t2d, shape αid and expression αexp. V (p) is the model construction and
projection process defined as:

V (p) = f ∗Pr ∗R ∗ (S + Aidαid + Aexpαexp) + t2d (2)

Pr =

[
1 0 0
0 1 0

]
R = Rpit ∗Ryaw ∗Rrol (3)

Rpit =

1 0 0
0 cos(pit) sin(pit)
0 − sin(pit) cos(pit)

 Ryaw =

cos(yaw) 0 − sin(yaw)
0 1 0

sin(yaw) 0 cos(yaw)

 Rrol =

 cos(rol) sin(rol) 0
− sin(rol) cos(rol) 0

0 0 1

 (4)

where S is the mean 3D shape, Aid and Aexp are the shape and expression PCA models respectively and Pr is the weak
perspective projection matrix.

The derivative of VDC is

∂Evdc

∂∆p
= (V (p0 + ∆p)− V (pg))T

∂V

∂p

∣∣∣
p=p0+∆p

(5)

∂V

∂p
=

[
∂V

∂f
(:),

∂V

∂pit
(:),

∂V

∂yaw
(:),

∂V

∂rol
(:),

∂V

∂t2dx
(:),

∂V

∂t2dy
(:),

∂V

∂αid
(:),

∂V

∂αexp
(:)

]
(6)

∂V

∂f
= Pr ∗R ∗ (S + Aidαid + Aexpαexp) (7)

∂V

∂pit
= f ∗Pr ∗R′

pit ∗Ryaw ∗Rrol ∗ (S + Aidαid + Aexpαexp) (8)

∂V

∂yaw
= f ∗Pr ∗Rpit ∗R′

yaw ∗Rrol ∗ (S + Aidαid + Aexpαexp) (9)

∂V

∂rol
= f ∗Pr ∗Rpit ∗Ryaw ∗R′

rol ∗ (S + Aidαid + Aexpαexp) (10)

∂V

∂t2dx
=

[
1 1 · · · 1
0 0 · · · 0

]
∂V

∂t2dy
=

[
0 0 · · · 0
1 1 · · · 1

]
(11)

∂V

∂αid
= f ∗Pr ∗R ∗Aid

∂V

∂αexp
= f ∗Pr ∗R ∗Aexp (12)

R′
pit =

0 0 0
0 − sin(pit) cos(pit)
0 − cos(pit) − sin(pit)

 R′
yaw =

− sin(yaw) 0 − cos(yaw)
0 0 0

cos(yaw) 0 − sin(yaw)

 R′
rol =

− sin(rol) cos(rol) 0
− cos(rol) − sin(rol) 0

0 0 0

 ,

(13)

where (:) is the concatenation operator which is the same as Matlab.
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